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I am sitting by my window in the middle of the night.
I am sitting by my window in the middle of the night watching the moon rise from far be low.
ho ping you will come down and hold me tight hold me tight

Aa Aa Aa hold me tight

tight tight tight tight in the moon light hold me
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in the moon light in the moon light in the moon light

Moon
de ar moon

Oh moon

lov ly moon

Please let my love ride your bright light
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Please let my love ride your bright light beam bring him from the sky to dry my eyes
on your light beam bright light
beam de ar moon please
grant me my one last boon
de ar moon O de ar moon O de ar moon O

de ar moon bring back my love bring

back my love come down my love
I do need you ride the moon beam I do need you

come through the window I do need you come please

come be fore the sun
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wash es the moon beams

moon beams

Aa a a a Aa a a a a

Aa Aa Aa

Aa a a a a a
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save me please bring my love to me on a moon beam one bright moon beam
I am sitting by my window in the middle of the night watching the moon rise from far below. Hoping you will come down and hold me tight.
“Hold me tight, hold me tight, hold me tight.”

“It’s alright, come back my love, ride the beam.”

“Mo on beam.”
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